ANTHONY   EDEN
taken for recognizing with the Military Cross the special
abilities of some of the younger officers. Among these
singled out for the royal favour was Temporary Lieutenant
R. A. Eden, and the award was gazetted on the 5th of
June 1917. If no spectacular sortie or heroic encounter
gained him this distinction it was at least indicative of hard
work, less prosaic perhaps but not therefore the less estim-
able.
From Ypres he was transferred for a time to the Somme,
and at this moment, it is said, there were opposing each
other the two men who were later to be in closer and
even more momentous contact: Anthony Eden and Adolf
Hitler.
The experience of all the horror and death must -have
lacerated his sensibilities and eaten into his mind.. No doubt
it underlies the intense sincerity of his various pleas for
peace in our time. For him they were never the recitation
of a formula with their spiritual home at Staff Head-
quarters. Though he has very rarely given direct expression
to it, his is the front-line point of view. Once in a great
debate on Disarmament he was sufficiently stirred to break
away from his natural war-time reticence and anonymity.
* It is a truism now,' he declared, * to say that those who have
seen war are the least likely to want to see its repetition,
and I think perhaps that the truism goes even deeper- than
that. It is not only that those who have seen war dislike
it, but those particularly who saw the last months or the
last weeks of the last war had a vision of what the next
war might be expected to be. I remember an evening,' he
went on, * in the very last weeks of the war, in the last
stages of our advance, when we had stopped for the night
at brigade- headquarters in some farmhouse. The night was
quiet and there was no shell-fire, as was usual at the end
of the war, but quite suddenly it began literally to rain
bombs for anything from ten minutes to a quarter of an
hour. I do not know how many bombs fell in that time,

